
‘Please sir, can I have another painting?’ 

By Jack Snape 

The Mona Lisa. As an art historian I am forced to appreciate the social and cultural importance of this 

painting. However as a human being, it would seem that I am forced to accept that this painting is 

(apparently) is the flagship for the history of art, carrying upon it even those who are not familiar with 

the wider subject at all. Deep inside I must admit that I am frustrated at how the Mona Lisa, being so 

popular, takes a lot of attention away from other incredible works of art; even those within its local 

proximity, both artistically and literally. Whilst on a weekend in Paris, I took a minute out of my busy 

schedule at the Louvre to watch the entrance to the gallery room containing the Mona Lisa and simply 

observed as people were drawn to the famed canvas like bees to honey. This behaviour simply begs the 

question; what is it that they love so much about this artwork in particular? Is it that they (or more 

likely others) consider this painting the pinnacle of Da Vinci’s work? Is it perhaps her ambiguous and 

elusive “smile” that is tirelessly talked about by pseudo-intellectuals? The brutal reality is that they 

probably just want to see it for the sake of it. Along with “it’s a lot smaller than I thought”, their only 

thoughts are probably just “Oh wow, I’m looking at the Mona Lisa. I must take pictures of it.” This bugs 

me. I have to wonder to myself why people were taking pictures of an artwork which is so widely 

recognised. A picture of the Mona Lisa on a camera has little to no value. It is unlikely these tourists are 

taking pictures to show a friend or relative something new. I understand why one might perhaps desire 

a picture with the painting, but a picture of solely the painting seems something of little ore no value to 

the average tourist. I suppose it’s just something to have as a souvenir; the self-knowledge that you are 

the photographer is something that must please people. 

Now, I must be careful to not be a hypocrite, as in my recent review of the Louvre I stated that “it [The 

Mona Lisa] is always worth a viewing.”.  In this quote I did not say “it [The Mona Lisa] is worth viewing 

at the compromise of viewing other artworks, by ignoring everything else in the room.” It is crucially 

this aspect of a very particular breed of tourist that annoys me. The tourists who leap from one “famous 

painting” to the next in complete and utter disregard for those other “not so famous and therefore not 

worth gushing over” paintings.  

I am not claiming to be some breed of saintly tourist who scrutinises every single artwork in the gallery 

to the highest degree, and I admit that I do choose the paintings I feel require specific treatment. I 

hasten to emphasise the use of the word require, rather than deserve. I use the word require in the sense 

that the painting may need attention as I personally require to learn more about it in order to quench 

my thirst for knowledge in a particular area, or indeed that my studies require knowledge on the 

subject. I do not, however, decide that a painting itself is “more important” than another. So to extend 

that thought; I feel that the Mona Lisa is no more important than any other painting, but that, due to its 

contemporary fame, this will never be taken into account. Nevertheless, I doubt I am the only person 

who finds this image rather over-publicised and tiresome. 


